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ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 4
NAME BODY PARTS

LET’S NAME SOME BODY PARTS

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

INTRODUCTION

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Ears
•  Eyes
•  Feet
•  Hands
•  Head
•  Leg
•  Mouth
•  Nose
•  Teeth

•  Laminated Magic Dragon  
(Appendix 1)

•  Laminated body parts 
•  Magic Dragon puppet

•  To identify body parts.
•  To be able to answer simple questions about the body:

- How many hands have you got? I have got two hands. 
- What colour is your hair?  My hair is brown.

-  Are you a boy or a girl? I am a (boy).
-  What is that? It is a mouth.
-  Is the (mouth) in the right place? No, it isn´t/ Yes, it is
-  How many eyes have you got? I have got two eyes. 
-  What colour eyes have you got? I have got (brown) eyes.
-  What colour hair have you got? I have got (brown) hair.
-  How many (fingers/toes) have you got? I have got ten (fingers/

toes).
-  How many ears have you got? I have got two ears. 
-  How many mouths have you got? I have got one mouth.
-  Is your mouth big or small? It is big.
-  Do you use your mouth to eat or to run? To eat!
-  How many hands/feet have you got? I have got two hands/feet.
-  Are your feet the same as Magic’s? How many toes has Magic 

got? Magic has got 6 toes
-  Have you got straight hair or curly hair? I have got (straight) hair.

To begin the activity play “Magic Dragon says”. This is like “Simon says”, only that in this game it is 
Magic who gives the instructions. The teacher tells the children:

“You touch the body part when I say «Magic Dragon» like this: Magic Dragon says touch your nose. So, 
everyone touches their nose. If I don´t say «Magic Dragon» you don´t touch your nose.”

It is a good idea to play one practice round to make sure that all the children have understood. 
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ACTIVITY

The teacher hides the different laminated body parts inside an envelope and gives the envelope to 
the first child. The child takes one body part out of the envelope and names it: “What is that?” “It 
is a mouth”. The child then places the body part onto the Magic Dragon in the correct place. The 
teacher can then ask: “Is the (mouth) in the right place?”, and the children can reply “Yes, it is” or 
“No, it isn´t”.

The teacher can then ask more questions about each body part, for example “How many eyes have 
you got?” “What colour are your eyes?” etc. The teacher can also ask questions about Magic Dragon, 
for example “What colour are Magic Dragon´s eyes?” “How many fingers has Magic Dragon got?”

The first child then passes the envelope to the next one, and so on. The game continues until there 
are no more body parts left in the envelope. 

Variation: the teacher places the body parts incorrectly. Students have to come and fix the body and 
say each part of the body out loud, for example: “This is the mouth”



ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 4
HOW MY BODY WORKS

HOW MY BODY WORKS

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Cake
•  Daddy
•  Ears
•  Eyes
•  Feet
•  Grandmother
•  Hands
•  Head
•  Leg
•  Mother
•  Mouth
•  Nose
•  Office
•  Teeth

•  Unit 4 Level 2 Poster 
•  Unit 4 Level 2 Flashcards
•  Plasticine 
•  Magnifying glass

•  To identify the new words in the poster: cake, grandmo-
ther, office, television, etc.

•  To be able to answer simple questions about the poster 
and body parts.
- Where is the mother? Here she is (point)
- What is she doing? She is making a cake

- What can you see? I can see a cake
- What is this (point)?It is a cake
- Who has got the (hand)? I´ve got the (hand)
-  What can you do with your (hands)? I can clap/ I can make a cake
- Where is the (mother)? Here she is
- What is the girl doing? She is (smelling a flower)
- Does it smell good? Yes, it does
- What colour is the flower? It is white
- Is the boy happy or sad? He is (happy/sad)
- Is he sleeping? No, he isn´t.
- Do you like chocolate cake? Yes, I do/ No, I don´t
- Do you like sleeping? Yes, I do/ No, I don´t
- How many animals can you see in the poster? I can see…
- How many children can you see? I can see…
-  Who can tell me a sentence about something they can see in the 

poster?

Use Magic dragon and the poster to review vocabulary from previous units and to identify any new 
vocabulary: “What can you see?” or “What is this? (point)”. Students identify the basic vocabulary 
from the unit “I can see (a cake)” or “It is a (cake)”

The teacher hands out the unit flashcards and points to something in the poster, asking the children 
“Who has got the (hand)?” The student who has the flashcard stands and says “I´ve got the hand.” 
The teacher can then ask more questions, for example “What can you do with your hands?” “I can 
clap/ I can make a cake”.

Different students then take it in turns to stand next to the poster, listen to a sentence using the 
vocabulary items, and stick a piece of plasticine onto the corresponding part of the poster. The tea-
cher can say the sentences, or try to elicit sentences from the other children. For example:
“Who can tell me a sentence about something they can see in the poster?”
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ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 4
DAILY ROUTINES

DAILY ROUTINES

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Brush my hair
•  Brush my teeth
•  Get dressed
•  Take a nap
•  Take a shower
•  Wash my face
•  Wash my hands

•  Daily routines pictures 
(Appendix 2)

•  One large piece of card 
divided into three columns 
(Morning, Afternoon, Night) 
(Appendix 2)

•  To learn the concepts morning, afternoon and night.
•  To answer simple questions about daily routines and having a 

healthy lifestyle:
- When do you brush your hair? In the morning or at night?
- I brush my hair in the morning. 

-  What is this? It is a toothbrush
What do you use the (toothbrush) for? I use the toothbrush to 
brush my teeth.

Dialogue:
Speaker:  It´s time for school! Wash your face! (everybody)
Everybody: I wash my face.
Speaker: Ok it´s time to brush your teeth!
Everybody:  I brush your teeth.
Speaker: Now we brush our hair!
Everybody: I brush my hair. 
When do you brush your hair? In the morning or at night? I brush 
my hair in the morning. 

Tell them a short story and use actions to help them understand:

“When you get up in the morning and the sun is shining. All you want is go to school. So you have to 
get ready and wash your face… then you get dressed, then you brush your hair, then you put on your 
shoes, then you eat your breakfast, then you brush your teeth, etc…”

Use the daily routines cards to elicit the actions from the children, for example if you show them 
someone brushing their teeth, you elicit “I brush my teeth”. Use TPR actions, and repeat the sentence 
at least three times “I brush my teeth, I brush my teeth, I brush my teeth.” 

As you go through the different daily routines, the children have to decide whether each of the 
actions should be carried out in the morning, afternoon or at night, and place the daily routines card 
into one of the three columns on the piece of card. Repeat the process until you have placed all of 
the cards onto the card. 
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To finish the activity, practise the following dialogue with the children, again repeating the TPR 
actions. 

Speaker: It´s time for school! Wash your face! (everybody)
Everybody: I wash my face.
Speaker: Ok it´s time to brush your teeth!
Everybody: I brush my teeth.
Speaker: ohh now we brush our hair!
Everybody: I brush my hair.
etc



ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 4
SENSES

SENSES

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Ears
•  Eyes
•  Hands
•  Mouth
•  Nose

•  Realia objects related to each of 
the five senses 

•  If real objects are not available, 
pictures of each. (Appendix 3)

•  Cardboard divided into sections 
for the five senses

• Magic dragon´s green bag

•  To learn about the body parts and different senses.
•  To learn about some actions we can do with the body

-  What can you do with your nose? I can smell
-  Children, what is this? It is an apple.
-  What do you think it is, (Jaime)? I think it is (an apple). 

We place the card with the five senses on the table, discussing with the children what each of the 
senses are and examples of different things related to each one.

One by one, we then place the realia objects into Magic´s green bag, naming them as we place them 
inside: “Children, what is this?” “It is an apple”.

Once all of the items are in the bag, we blindfold one of the children and they take one of the items 
out of the bag to try to guess what it is. “What do you think it is, (Jaime)?” “I think it is (an apple)”. 

After they have guessed, they take off the blindfold and describe the item, and then place it on 
the correct part of the card. “The apple is green. I can taste the apple. I can touch the apple. I like 
apples.”

Continue until all of the items have been taken out of the bag and placed onto the senses card. 
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ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 5
WILD ANIMALS

WILD ANIMALS

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Crocodile
•  Elephant
•  Giraffe
•  Hippopotamus
•  Jungle
•  Lion
•  Monkey
•  Snake
•  Tiger
•  Zebra

•  Poster
•  Wild animal sounds 

(lion/parrot/monkey/
snake/elephant)

• To learn about wild animals and their characteristics.
• To understand the concept of «habits».
• To work with the basic concepts: tall and short.
• To be able to answer simple questions about the animals:

-  Where does this animal live? It lives in the jungle
-  What colour is this animal? It is (black and white)
-  Can crocodiles swim in a lake? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/cannot).

3

-  Where does this animal live? It lives (in the jungle).
-  What kind of animals can you find in the jungle? I can find (giraffes/

hippos/lions).
-  Which wild animals can you see in the poster? I can see a (hippo).
-  What colour is this animal? It is black and white. 
-  What does this animal eat? It eats (meat/plants).
-  Can you swim in a lake? Yes, I can/ No, I (can’t/cannot).
-  Can crocodiles swim in a lake? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/cannot).
-  Can you fly in the sky? Yes, I can/ No, I (can’t/cannot).
-  Can owls fly in the sky? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/cannot).
-  Can you run fast? Yes, I can/ No, I (can’t/cannot).
-  Can eagles run fast? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/cannot).
-  Can you climb trees? Yes, I can/ No, I (can’t/cannot).
-  Can elephants climb trees? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/cannot).
-  Can you slide along the ground? Yes, I can/ No, I (can’t/cannot).
-  Can snakes slide along the ground? Yes, they can/No, they (can’t/

cannot).
-  Which animal makes that sound? I think it is a (lion/parrot/monkey/

snake/elephant).

ACTIVITY

Look at the poster with the children and identify the animals, eliciting as much information as 
possible from them: “Which wild animals can you see in the poster?” “I can see a (hippo)”. 

Once each animal has been identified, we can then ask more questions about each one, helping 
the children to produce full sentences wherever possible: “What colour is this animal (point)?” “It is 
(black and white/grey)” “Can the crocodile climb a tree?” “No, it can’t/cannot”.

After talking about all of the animals, we can now play the children some animal sounds whilst they 
try to guess which animal makes that sound: “Which animal makes that sound?” “I think it is a (lion/
parrot/monkey/snake/elephant)”

visual



ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 5
GUESS THE ANIMAL

GUESS THE ANIMAL

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Crocodile
•  Elephant
•  Giraffe
•  Hippopotamus
•  Jungle
•  Lion
•  Monkey
•  Snake
•  Tiger
•  Zebra

•  Flashcards
•  Magic Dragon Level 2 CD1 

(track 46)

•  To learn about wild animals and their characteristics.
•  To understand the concept of habitats.
•  To work with the concepts of tall and short.

4

-   Is it the (zebra/elephant/tiger)? Yes, it is/No, it isn’t.
- Are (giraffes) tall or short? They are tall.
- (Hippos) have got (four) legs.
- (Elephants) are (grey).
- Hippos are very big.
- Giraffes have got long necks.
- Monkeys eat bananas.
- The snake can slide on the ground.
- Crocodiles can swim in the lake.
- Lions can run very fast.
- Elephants have got a trunk.
- Tigers are yellow and brown.
- Zebras have got black and white stripes.

Start the activity by revising the unit vocabulary using the flashcards, making sure that the children 
repeat the words aloud and helping them to produce sentences describing the animals. You could 
choose to do this with the help of the CD (CD 1 track 46).
The teacher then gives a wild animal flashcard to one of the children without showing the others, 
and helps him/her to describe the animal so that they can guess which one it is. “Is it the (zebra/
elephant/tiger)?” “Yes, it is/No, it isn’t”.

VARIATION: 
The teacher puts the flashcards face down on the table. One of the children picks up a card and 
without looking at it, shows it to the rest of the class. The other children then take it in turns to des-
cribe the animal so that the first child can guess which one it is: “Is it the (zebra/elephant/tiger)?” 
“Yes, it is/No, it isn’t”.

manipulative



ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 5
WHERE DO ANIMALS LIVE?

MATERIALES

VOCABULARY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Cat
• Cow
• Crocodile
• Dog
• Duck
• Eggs
• Elephant
• Farmer
• Giraffe
•  Hen
•  Hippopotamus
•  Horse
•  Jungle
•  Lion
•  Milk
•  Monkey
•  Pig
•  Rabbit
•  Sheep
•  Snake
•  Tiger
•  Wool
•  Zebra

•  Plastic animals  
(If plastic animals are not 
available, use flashcards)

•  Magic dragon’s green bag.
•  Big farm picture (Appendix 1).
•  Big jungle picture. (Appendix 1)
•  Big African Savannah picture. 

(Appendix 1)

5

•  To learn about domestic and wild animals, their 
characteristics and their habitats.

•  To work with the basic concepts of tall and short.
•  To be able to answer simple questions about animals:

-  Where do snakes live? Snakes live in the jungle.

-  Where do (lions) live? Lions live in the Savannah.
-  Where do snakes live? Snakes live in the jungle.
-  Are (giraffes) tall or short? They are tall.
-  What sound does it make? It says (miaow).
-  What can monkeys do? They can climb trees.
-  What do hippos look like? Hippos are very big and fat.
-  Who can swim? Crocodiles and hippos can swim.
-  Can giraffes swim? No, giraffes can’t/cannot swim.
-  Can monkeys swim? No, they can’t/cannot.
-  Can snakes swim? Yes, they can.
-  Do hippos like water? Yes, they do.
-  Can you swim in a lake? Yes, I can.
-  Can crocodiles swim in a lake? Yes, they can.
-  Can you fly in the sky? No, I can’t/cannot.
-  Can owls fly in the sky? Yes, they can.
-  Can you run fast? Yes, I can.
-  Can eagles run fast? Yes, they can.
-  Can you climb trees? Yes, I can.
-  Can elephants climb trees? No, they can’t/cannot.
-  Can you slide along the ground? Yes, I can.
-  Can snakes slide along the ground? Yes, they can.
-  What’s your favourite animal? My favorite animal is the horse.

realia
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WHERE DO THE ANIMALS LIVE?

ACTIVITY

The teacher puts all of the domestic and wild animals into magic dragon´s green bag and explains 
to the children that they have to put their hand inside, choose one animal, and try to guess which 
one it is without looking. Once they have guessed the animal, the teacher elicits sentences about 
the characteristics of the animal and it´s habitat. The child then places the animal onto the correct 
picture according to where it lives, for example: “Crocodiles live in the jungle” and he/she puts the 
crocodile onto the big jungle picture.

If the children cannot describe the animals alone, the teacher can of course help elicit this information 
by asking them questions: “Is it big or small?” “Can it run or fly?” “What sound does it make?”
To finish off the activity the children ask each other what their favourite animal is: “What’s your 
favourite animal?” “My favorite animal is the horse”.
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ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 6
TYPES OF COMMUNICATION

TYPES OF COMMUNICATION

MATERIALS

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

• Camera
• Comic
• Computer
• Grandmother
• Keyboard
• Letter
• Mouse
• Newspaper
• Newsstand
• Oral communication
• Radio
• Screen
• Telephone
• Telephone conversation
• Television
• Written communication

• Unit 6 Level 2 Poster 
• Unit 6 level 2 Flashcards
• Magic Dragon puppet

• To learn about means of communication.
• To understand the concept of communication.
• To answer simple questions about the unit. 
• To practise the present continuous tense. 

- This is a newspaper/ This is a television
- No, Magic, it’s here (point)!/ No, Magic, that’s the (television)
- I am writing a letter
- I am talking on the telephone
- I am reading a newspaper
- I am listening to the radio
- I am watching the television
- I am taking photos with the camera
- I am reading a comic
- How many (boys) can you see? I can see (one) boy.
-  How many (newspapers) can you see? I can see (one) 

newspaper.
- Can you see anything red? The sofa is red.
- What colour is the (television)? The television is black. 
- Do you like watching the television? Yes, I do/ No, I don’t.
- What is the (boy) doing? The boy is reading a comic. 

Start by introducing language from the poster using Magic dragon. Magic can point to an item and 
say “This is a newspaper” or “This is a television”. Encourage the children to applaud when Magic 
gets the answer right and to help him when he gets it wrong “No, Magic, it’s here (point)!” or “No, 
Magic, that’s the (television)!”

Then use Magic dragon and the flashcards to act out some different TPR actions, for example “I am 
writing a letter” or “I am talking on the telephone”. Make sure the children repeat the sentences out 
loud as they do the actions. 

Once the vocabulary has been reviewed, look over the poster again with the children and ask them 
general questions. “How many (boys) can you see?” “How many (newspapers) can you see?” “Can 
you see anything red?” “What colour is the (television).” “Do you like watching the television?” “What is 
the (boy) doing?” Try to help the children to answer in full sentences. 
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ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 6
PROFESSIONS AT MY SCHOOL

MATERIALS

VOCABULARY

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

• Blackboard
• Comics
• Doctor
• Hospital
• Job
• Jumper
• Letters
• Medicine
• Microphone
• Newsagent
• Newspapers
• Newsstand
• Office
• Parcels
• Photograph
• Post office
• Postman
• Professions
• Reporter
• School
• Secretary
• Secretary´s office
• Shirt
• Shoes
• Skirt
• Socks
• Street
• Teacher
• Telephone
• Uniforms

•  Professions cards 
(Appendix 1)

•  Pictures of professions at 
your school 

•  Students learn professions associated with means of 
communication.

• To associate images and sentences.
• To answer simple questions about different professions. 

-  Who is this? It is a (postman).
- What is this? It is a (telephone).
- Does the (reporter) work (at school)? Yes/No.
- Does the (reporter) use a (microphone)? Yes/No.
- The postman works in the street and in the post office. 
- The postman delivers letters and parcels.
- The secretary works in the secretary´s office.
- The secretary uses a telephone.
- The teacher works at school.
- The teacher uses a blackboard
- The newsagent works at the newsstand
- The newsagent sells comics and newspapers.
- The reporter works in the street and in an office.
- The reporter uses a microphone and takes photographs.
- The doctor works in the hospital.
- The doctor gives us medicine.
-  Does the (doctor) wear a uniform? Yes, he does/ No, he 

doesn’t
- Do you wear a uniform to school? Yes, I do
-  What is your uniform like? I wear a red skirt/ red shorts, a 

white shirt, a green jumper and black shoes. 
-  What do you want to be when you grow up? I want to be a 

(doctor/teacher).

4
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PROFESSIONS AT MY SCHOOL

ACTIVITY

Show the children the professions cards. There should be a picture related to the professions we 
are looking at, as well as the professions. For example, we could have a doctor and a hospital, a 
teacher and a school, a postman and letters.  The children have to match the correct profession to 
each of the props/places. The speaker can also ask supplementary questions to help them: “Does 
the reporter work at a school?” “No” “Does the teacher work at a school?” “Yes!” “Ok great, so stick 
the teacher next to the school!”

As the children match the professions and the props/places, the speaker helps them to construct 
full sentences: “The postman delivers letters and parcels” or “The doctor works in the hospital” or 
“The teacher works at school”. The speaker can also ask the children whether each of the people 
have to wear uniforms or not, and whether they wear a uniform to school. 

Finish the activity by asking the children what they want to be when they grow up.

Variation: Instead of professions from all over the city, we can use photos of the different jobs that 
people do at their school. They could match them to the correct part of the school, for example a 
teacher in the classroom, a gardener in the playground etc. As always, we encourage them to make 
full sentences. 

5



ENGLISH CORNER LEVEL 2

UNIT 6
NEWSSTAND

NEWSSTAND

MATERIALS

VOCABULARY

INTRODUCTION

SPEAKING AIMS

LET’S TALK

•  Comic
•  Computer
•  Magazine
•  Newspaper
•  Newsstand
•  Postcards
•  Sweets
•  TV

•  Card board newsstand 
(Appendix 2)

•  To learn about different means of written communication and 
where to buy them.

• To learn how to buy something in a shop. 
• To understand the concept of communication..

-  Let’s look at the newsstand.
-  What can you buy there?
-  Can you buy postcards? Yes, I can.
-  Can you buy newspapers? Yes, I can.
-  Can you buy sweets? Yes, I can.
-  Can you buy magazines? Yes, I can.
-  Can you buy a TV? No, I can’t/cannot.
-  Can you buy a computer? No, I can’t/cannot.

Newsagent: Hello. Can I help you?
Client: Yes, I want (a comic). How much is it?
Newsagent: It is (1 euro).
Client: Here you are. Thank you.
Newsagent: Thank you.

Set up the newsstand in the middle of the table. Collect real newspapers, postcards, sweets, 
magazines, and comics. If the real thing is unavailable, photos and pictures can also be used. 

Next the speaker should demonstrate a short role-play with one of the children from the group. One 
is the newsagent and the other a client at the newsstand. 

Newsagent: Hello. Can I help you?
Client: Yes, I want (a comic). How much is it?
Newsagent: It is (1 euro).
Client: Here you are. Thank you.
Newsagent: Thank you.

Continue until all of the students have spoken/acted with the help of the speaker and the realia 
objects.

6
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